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Constituency & Community News  

Standing up for NHS Services 

Along with many Labour 

colleagues and 

members, I was 

extremely concerned to 

hear the news that  

North Durham Clinical 

Commissioning Group 

had engaged a private 

company to advise GPs 

about the treatment of 

their patients. 
 

The Clinical 

Commissioning Group 

took the decision to  award a contract to About Health Group, a 

London based frim which will advise doctors if they can refer patients 

on to see a specialist. 
 

This scheme raises many important concerns, including the rationing 

of health services in the area, and the sharing of medical information 

with private companies. 
 

I spoke in a Westminster Hall debate in Parliament to oppose this 

move, and am pleased that North Durham Clinical Commissioning 

Group have agreed to suspend this contract until MPs have had the 

opportunity to gather information about how this scheme will work, 

and the legality of sharing private information. 
 

I would like to reassure you that I will continue to fight  against any 

cuts to local NHS services, and will resist any attempts to ration NHS 

services through the introduction of third party assessments of patient 

care. 
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Waddington Street Centre at 35 

I had the opportunity to speak at the 

event celebrating the 35th 

anniversary of the opening of 

Waddington Street Centre. 
 

The centre offers support for people 

with mental health needs by offering 

opportunities to get more involve in 

their communities, engage with 

educational activities and drop in 

sessions. 
 

I was delighted to help celebrate the 

achievements of everyone involved in 

the Waddington Street Centre, and 

look forward to celebrating the 

success of the centre in the future. 
Roberta speaking at Wadding Street Centre 

 

I recently joined staff and 

volunteers at Sainsbury’s 

in Durham to collect                     

donations for the 2016 

poppy appeal. 

 

The Poppy appeal is the 

biggest fundraiser of the 

year for the Royal British 

Legion, and this allows 

them to continue with the 

vital work they do                       

supporting the Armed                  

Forces Community. 

 

I was pleased to be able to help this important appeal, and will                      

continue to do so in the future. 

Roberta supports Poppy Appeal Collection 

Roberta collecting for the Poppy Appeal 
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The Durham WASPI group have now 

held their first meeting in Durham 

Town Hall, and I was delighted to 

see so many people in attendance. 

 

The WASPI group campaigns for fair 

State Pension arrangements for 

women born in the 1950s. 

 

The Pensions Act 1995 increased 

the state pension age for women 

from 60 to 65 over the period 2010 

to 2020, however the Coalition              

Government accelerated the rate of 

this increase, meaning that many 

women born after April 1951 will 

not be able to receive their pension 

until they are 66. 

 

This will affect around 2.6 million women across the UK who will now 

have to deal with changes to their pension and their employment                

status without having enough time to make suitable arrangements.  

 

I was pleased to attend the first meeting of the Durham WASPi group, 

and to see so many people in attendance. The group has very recently 

formed and is already 

gathering much                      

interest from the local 

community. 

 

I will continue to                    

support the WASPI 

group in the future, and 

if you would like further 

information, please       

visit their website 

www.waspi.org.uk 

 

Roberta attends first Durham WASPI meeting 

Roberta speaking at the WASPI meeting 
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I have been a long standing 

campaigner on the need for 

healthy and nutritious 

school meals, so I was 

delighted to be able to visit 

St Godric’s Primary School 

in Newton Hall to see the 

great job the chefs are 

doing. 

 

I was also invited Tina, the 

head chef at the school, to 

come to Westminster and cook in Parliament as part of National 

Schools Meals week. 

MP celebrates school dinners 

Roberta presents Youth Award to DERIC Bus 

I recently had the chance to attend the local youth awards, and                   

present the DERIC Bus with an award. 

 

The DERIC bus provides a fantastic mobile youth service in County 

Durham, and offers training and education opportunities, and health 

programmes in areas where there is little existing youth provision.  

 

I was delighted that 

the DERIC bus                  

service won the best 

large project award 

for their outreach 

programmes and 

community work 

across the county, 

and I look forward to 

celebrating more 

outstanding               

achievements in the 

future. 

Roberta and kitchen staff at St. Godric’s school 
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Roberta visits British Heart Foundation 

The British Heart Foundation 

carries out important work 

funding thousands of research 

projects to help combat heart 

disease, so I delighted to visit 

the Heart Foundation shop on 

North Road in Durham to see 

first hand 

 

I met with staff and shoppers 

and was pleased to see how 

the donations that they 

receive, and sell on through 

their shops, are helping support the vital work that the British Heart 

Foundation are doing to try and help combat heart disease. 

 

Coronary Heart Disease is the second biggest killer in the UK, and it is 

important that we support the work that the British Heart Foundation carry 

out. I would encourage everyone to pop in when they are in the city centre. 

Wharton Park opens to the public 

I was pleased to be able to attend the official re-opening of Wharton 

Park, following a  year long, £3 million refurbishment. 

 

It was wonderful to see 

the fantastic new 

facilities, including 

outdoor gym equipment, 

new play areas for 

children, and a café and 

visitors centre. 

 

The refurbished park is 

already well used by local 

residents, and I would 

encourage everyone to 

pay a visit. 

Roberta with staff from the British Heart Foundation 
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Local Elections 
As you will know, we are starting to 

prepare for the local authority 

elections next year. 
 

It is now more important than ever 

that local branches send 

representatives to our regular 

campaign meetings, so we can make 

sure that we plan an effective 

campaign, and get as many Labour 

councillors elected as we possibly 

can. 
 

Our next campaign meeting will be 

taking place on 7 January, and we will 

be discussion further how we can support our candidates with their 

election campaigns. Please keep an eye on your e-mails as we will be 

in touch with more information in the future. 
 

I would also like to offer my congratulations to  everyone who has been 

selected as a candidate, and I look forward to campaigning with you all  

very soon 

 

I have continued to notice more                

people than ever attending my                     

advice surgeries over the last year. 

With the Government’s cuts to             

local services set to continue, 

many of my constituents are                     

finding it incredibly difficult to 

make ends meet. 

 

I will continue to work to help 

those in our communities who 

need support, and I am  committed to helping local residents who 

are dealing with the effects of the unfair and divisive policies being 

pursued by the Conservative Government. 

Advice Surgery Sessions 
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National Issues 

Dealing with the impact of Brexit 

 

The result of the EU referendum could have many implications for 

jobs and funding in the North East, and so I was delighted to join my 

Labour Colleagues on the Shadow Communities and Local                           

Government team, and our MEPs, Jude Kirton-Darling and Paul               

Brannen at the European Parliament to discuss how to get a good 

deal for the North East through the Brexit negotiations. 

 

I took part in a number of meetings with MEPs to discuss how the 

North East can safeguard jobs and investment, and it is vital to have 

such discussions as it becomes clearer that the Government have no 

plan for the UK leaving the European Union. 

 
The full effects of Brexit on the 

North East are yet to be seen, 

but I will continue working with 

our excellent MEPs Jude and 

Paul, as well as local                  

businesses and the University to 

see how we can support them 

once the implications of leaving 

the EU become clear. 
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Roberta welcomes Homelessness Bill 

Higher Education Bill 

I have been                    

representing Labour 

on the Higher                     

Education Bill               

Committee, and 

have been working 

hard to ensure that 

some of the most 

damaging aspects of 

this Bill are                  

amended. 

 

Some of the                 

changes proposed by the  Government will only increase the                       

marketization of education, and will make it harder for young people 

from less well off families to access Higher Education.   

Along with a number of my Labour Colleagues, I welcomed the recent 

introduction of the Homelessness Bill by the Government. 

 

This Bill received cross party support 

and was backed by both the                         

Government’s Housing team and the 

Labour Housing team. 

 

This Bill is a positive step forward in  

reducing homelessness, but there is 

much more that the Government 

needs to do to tackle the housing and 

homelessness crisis across the                  

country. Along with colleagues in                 

Westminster, I will keep pressing the                   

Government to take the measures that 

are needed to build the homes we               

desperately need, and to do more to 

effectively deal with homelessness. 

Roberta speaking at Committee 
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Roberta speaks at Housing report launch 

I was pleased to have 

the opportunity to 

speak at the launch 

of the IPPR’s report 

about the next steps 

in devolution and 

planning. 

 

This report highlights 

the need for the 

Government to 

recognise the 

different housing 

markets across the 

country, and explores the options for devolving housing to regions 

across the country. 

 

This was an interesting and informative debate, and covered a 

number of important issues in tackling the housing crisis. I look 

forward to other such events in the future. 

Standing Up Against Online Abuse 

I was in Westminster to speak in a debate on online abuse, and how 

important it is that we clarify the law around this issue, so victims can have 

justice, and police officers can do their jobs properly. 

 

In my speech, I highlighted the abuse that women in particular face online. 

While online abuse does affect many different groups, statistics do indicate 

that women often seem to be targeted. 

 

I also commended the Chief 

Constable of Durham Police, 

Mike Barton, who has been at 

the forefront of calls for 

legislation to be updated and 

clarified to minimise the amount 

of time lost by police on cases 

where they have no chance of a 

prosecution. 
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Roberta fights for Equal Pay 

  

This year, 10 November marked equal 

pay day. This is the date where              

women effectively work for free,                 

relative to men’s pay due to the                   

gender wage gap.  

 

The current wage gap in the UK 

stands at nearly 14%, and women 

can expect to earn  significantly less 

than men over their entire careers 

due to differences in caring                            

responsibilities, women clustering in 

low paid jobs, and outright                          

discrimination. 

 

I was therefore pleased to be able to support to the campaign for 

equal pay for women, and will continue to champion this important 

issue in the future.  

Protecting our Nurseries 

Between 2009 and 2015, the number of childcare places in County 

Durham alone decreased by 1709. This reduction has an enormous 

effect on families, and places 

parents under increasing 

pressure with childcare 

responsibilities. 

 

I joined my Labour colleagues in 

Westminster in calling on the 

Chancellor to  use the Autumn 

Statement to reassure families 

across the UK that funding will be 

available to ensure that nurseries 

can meet future costs, and the 

provision of childcare will not be 

further reduced in the future. 

 

 


